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ARTICLES


Bailey, Kevin Sue. ABe Still, @eAnthology, National Writing Project, June 2008.

Bailey, Kevin Sue. A Dolphin Dance, IUSWP Anthology, Indiana University Southeast Writing Project, Summer 2008.


Association for Computer Information Systems 2008 Proceedings.


Jamski, William. ASwimmingly Mathematical, @ Mathematics Teacher, Volume 102, Number 5 (December 2008/January 2009), pp. 326-327.

Jamski, William. AResponse to Problem 14, November 2007 Calendar, @ Mathematics Teacher, Volume 102, Number 3 (October 2008), p. 171.

Jamski, William. ADissection Template, @ Hoosier Science Teacher, Volume XXXIII, Number 3 (Spring 2008), p. 87. (With Gail Jamski).


Kauffman, James. AWhen Sorry Isn=Ät Enough: Cardinal Bernard Law=Äs Image Restoration Strategies in the Statement of Sexual Abuse of Minors by Clergy@ has been published in the Public Relations Review 34 (September 2008): 258-262.


Kirchner, Gretchen. A Figure 5. A Punnett square for a dihybrid cross between two heterozygous individuals from http://homepages.ius.edu/GKIRCHNE/Mendel.htm in ACT practice exam booklet and electronic files, published by Chicago Charter Schools published November 2008, distribution high schools in North America.


Pittman, Paul. CPIM Exam Content Manual 2009, contributing author of this annually revised publication outlining the content of the CPIM certification modules, 2008.


Wong, Alan. Perceptions of Corporate Social Responsibility in the United States and China, the IABPAD Conference Proceedings, ISSN 1547-4836, Volume 5, Number 3.


**BOOKS**

Allen, Anne E. *Pacific Arts*, NS 7 2008 (co-editor).


**MEDIA MATERIALS**


**PAPERS PRESENTED**


Badia, Mindy.  AOrphic Hymn or Siren Song?: A Musical Adaptation of Pedro Calderon de la Barca=s No hay burlas con el amor.  Paper presented at the Kentucky Foreign Language Conference, April 2008, Lexington, KY.

Badia, Mindy.  Invited talk on Maria de Zayas y Sotomayor, Gender Studies Conference, Western Carolina University, March 2008.  Cullowhee, NC.
Badia, Mindy. AMy Onan-Only: Self Stimulation and Reproductive Anxiety in Pedro Calderon de la Barca=s No hay burlas con el amor.@ Association for Hispanic classical Theater Conference, March 2008, El Paso, TX.

Badia, Mindy. ALa funcion de la musica en una adaptacion contemporanea de No hay burlas con el amor.@ Asociacion Internacional del Siglo de Oro, Santiago de Compostela, Spain, July 2008.

Badia, Mindy. ASeeing Through Another=s Eyes: Censorship and Staging the Comedia@ Mountain Interstate Foreign Language Conference, Wilmington, NC, September 2008.

Bailey, Kevin Sue. February 22, 2008, AIIndiana Writing Project State Retreat,@ IUSWP (Director) Hosted Open House Reception, Hilton North, Indianapolis.

Bailey, Kevin Sue. December 9, 2008, AExtreme Coaching,@ Step Up and Speak Out, National Staff Development Council Annual Conference, Washington, DC.


Bailey, Kevin Sue. July 22, 2008 (pm), ALiteracy Demonstration Lesson: Chicken Sunday,@ Leadership at Every Level: Classroom to Boardroom, Solution Tree Publishers Institute, San Diego, California.

Bailey, Kevin Sue. July 22, 2008 (pm), ALiteracy Leaders Got Game,@ Leadership at Every Level: Classroom to Boardroom, Solution Tree Publishers Institute, San Diego, California.

Barry, James. Paper presentation AThe Risk of Total Divergence: Politicized Intelligence and Defactualization in the Age of Imminent War@ at the annual Telos conference in New York in January 2008.


Bjornson, Christian, Doug Barney and Ken Taurman. Presented a paper entitled “Stealth Taxes are Here to Stay” at the Academy of Accounting Finance and Economics Conference in New Orleans in December.

Bochan, Bohdan. AThomas Bernhard=s Dwelling in the Space of Thresholds. @ 36th annual Louisville Conference on Literature and Culture since 1900. February 21-23, 2008.

Bochan, Bohdan. AThe Pedagogical Dimension in Thomas Bernhard=s Novels. @ 33rd annual European Studies Conference at the University of Nebraska, Omaha. Oct. 3-5, 2008.

Bower, Stephanie. AChildhood Experience and Taking-Up Residency in a Middle-Class Streetcar Suburb in 1910: The Case of the Wives.@ Indiana Academy of the Social Sciences meeting, New Albany, IN, October 17, 2008.


Carducci, B.J. (2008, August). How can faculty help strengthen workplace readiness? In PI Hettich (Chair), Bachelor=s Degree Graduates Readiness - Perspectives and Prescriptions. Symposium conducted at the meeting of the American Psychological Association, Boston.


false memory. Poster session presented at the Association for Psychological Science’s 20th Annual Convention, Chicago, IL.


Dahlgren, D. (March 2008). Analysis of an American College Student. Presented at Hunan University of Arts and Sciences in Changde China. Audience was 200 English majors and their professors. Invited talk. I presented my research on college students so they could better understand how college differs in the United States.


Edmonds, K.E. AAge-Related changes in Pineal Melatonin Content in the Marsh Rice Rat (Oryzomys palustris).@ Poster presentation at the Society for Research on Biological Rhythms 20th Anniversary Meeting. Sandestin Golf and Beach Resort, Destin, FL (5/17-21/08).


Farrell, William. Discussant on the session AConvict Criminology: Prison Education Programs, Reentry@ at the annual meetings of the American Society of Criminology in November 2008 in St. Louis.

Farrell, William. Presented a paper ATorture, Peacemaking and Justice: Lessons from ElSalvador@ a the annual meeting of the American Society of Criminology in November 2008 in St. Louis.


Fields, Teesue H. AHelping the Shy Student Connect to School@ Breakout presentation at the American School Counselor Association annual conference in Atlanta. June 2008.


*trajectories of cognitive decline.*  Annual meeting of the Gerontological Society of America, National Harbor, MD.


Hall, Bryan.  A Dilemma for Kant=s Theory of Substance, conference paper presented at the American Philosophical Association Central division meeting in Chicago, IL, April 16-19, 2008.

Hare, Sara.  A Battered Women=s Opinions of Taking Their Cases to Trial. Presented at the annual meeting of the Indiana Academy of Social Sciences, IUS. October 17, 2008.


Harris, M. & Klaus, T.  A Dynamics of IT Enabled Change; ISOne World Conference; Las Vegas, Nevada; June, 2008.


Herdoiza, Magdalena. **Immigration Challenges: Upbringing Bicultural and Bilingual Youth.** Centro Cultural ALa Esperanza®, January 16, 2008. (By invitation).


Herdoiza, Magdalena. **The ANew Neighbors@ Pillars: Network Capacity Building for English Language Learners= Success.** Poster presentation, Southeast TESOL ACultivating Connections, Celebrating Commonalities@, BJCC Birmingham, Alabama. September 26, 2008.


Kotulak, Thomas. AIndiana=s 1816 Constitution and the Amending Process,@ IASS Annual Meeting (Fall 2008).

Kotulak, Thomas. AOrganizing Student Chapters,@ ACLU of Indiana (Fall 2008).


Lennartz, R.C. (2008). Extramaze cues may have a limited role in spontaneous alternation in a Y-maze. Poster presented at Society for Neuroscience meeting, Washington, DC.

LeNormand, Brigitte. ALabor migrants and the (non-)question of consumption in Tito=s Yugoslavia,@ American Association for the Advancement of Slavic Studies, New Orleans, November 20-23, 2008.


Morganett, Lee. AMotivating Students to Learn in the Social Studies Classroom was presented at that National Council for the Social Studies Annual Conference held on November 14, 2008 in Houston.

Morganett, Lee. ACulture, History, and Education in China was presented at the National Council for the Social Studies Great Lakes Regional Conference on February 29, 2008, in Indianapolis.


Myers, J. Poster Presentation: A Step in the Right Direction - Collaborative Effort between Clark County Schools, Clark County Health Department, and the IU School of Nursing to Address Childhood Obesity. Mid-America Regional Public Health Leadership Institute. Kalamazoo, MO. Sept. 4, 2008.

Myers, J. Presentation: Integration of Evidence-Based Complementary Therapies for Symptom Management in a Community Hospital, Mid-America Regional Public Health Leadership Institute. Kalamazoo, MI Sept. 5, 2008.


Pinkston, Gary. How to Tell the Story with Digital Graphics, Indiana Computer Educators,
Indianapolis, January 2008.


Pooser, Charles.  APetits grains de riz remplissent le sac: Expanding the Role of Proverbs as Pedagogical Tools.@ Mountain Interstate Foreign Language Conference, October 9, 2008. Wilmington, NC.


Reid, Jacquelyn.  Sexually Transmitted Infections, SANE Training, April 2008.


Reynolds, C. Teresa.  JASNA (Jane Austen Society of North America) activities in Louisville - delivered a presentation on JASNA, Locust Grove, in May.

Ryan, Kelly.  October 17, 2008, presented ARacialized Patriarchy: Wholly at the Dispose of Some English Gentlemen®, at the Kentucky Early American History Society Seminar, at the Kentucky Historical Society in Frankfort, Kentucky.


Ryan, Kelly.  November 1, 2008, invited to present AAnarchist and Suffragist?® at ABuccaneer with a baton: Dame Ethel Smyth® Conference, at Indiana University Southeast, in New Albany, IN.
Salas, Angela. AMotivating Honors Students in the Classroom@, National Collegiate Honors Conference, San Antonio, Texas, October 2008.


Tipgos, Manuel. ATThe Agency Theory: How Badly It Missed the Point?@ Annual International meeting of the American Accounting Association. Anahem, California, August 4-6, 2008.


Wadsworth, Frank. AManaging Franchisee Satisfaction for Franchisor Profitability,@ (2008), 2nd China Franchise International Summit, International Center, Beijing Normal University, Zhuhai Campus, Zhuhai Guangdong Province, China.


Wille, D. (May, 2008). *Transforming our thinking about the IRB (Institutional Review Board).* Presentation at the IU Faculty Colloquium on Excellence in Teaching (FACET) Annual Retreat, French Lick, IN.


**PERFORMANCES & CREATIVE WORKS**

Clem, Debra. *IUS Faculty Exhibition,* Indiana University Southeast, September 4-October 6, 2008.
Clem, Debra. _Uncommon Wealth_, (traveling invitational), a traveling exhibition of work by selected Al Smith Fellows to nine museums in Kentucky.  (Janice Mason Art Museum, Cadiz, Kentucky May 10-June 22, 2008).

Goldstein, Joanna.  Piano performance.  February 3, 3 pm at U of L.  Kentucky Center Chamber Players.

Goldstein, Joanna.  Piano performance.  March 16, 7:30 pm at IUS.  Steinways Alive (concert of 2 piano/4 hand repertoire with IUS piano faculty).

Goldstein, Joanna.  Piano performance.  April 4, 7 pm at Loretto, KY.  Kentucky Center Chamber Players (music of Beethoven, Mennoti).

Goldstein, Joanna.  Piano performance.  April 6, 3 pm at IUS.  Kentucky Center Chamber Players (music of Beethoven, Mennoti).


Goldstein, Joanna.  Piano performance.  October 5, 5:30 pm at IUS.  Kentucky Center Chamber Players (music of Saint-Saens, Hindemith, Arensky).

Goldstein, Joanna.  Piano performance.  November 1, 5:30 pm at IUS.  Music of Ethel Smyth at conference celebrating her 150th Anniversary.

Goldstein, Joanna.  Conducting - IU Southeast Orchestra.  February 10, 3 pm at IUS.

Goldstein, Joanna.  Conducting - IU Southeast Orchestra.  April 20, 3 pm at IUS.

Goldstein, Joanna.  Conducting - IU Southeast Orchestra.  June 14, 3 pm at IUS.

Goldstein, Joanna.  Conducting - IU Southeast Orchestra.  November 23, 3 pm at IUS.

Goldstein, Joanna.  Trumpet/Cornet Performance.  March 2, 3 pm at IUS; Commonwealth Brass Band.

Goldstein, Joanna.  Trumpet/Cornet Performance.  March 29, at IUS; Commonwealth Brass Band as part of the North American Brass Band Championships.

Goldstein, Joanna.  Trumpet/Cornet Performance.  April 6, 5:30 pm at Locust Grove, Louisville, KY. Commonwealth Brass Band Brass Quintet.

Goldstein, Joanna.  Trumpet/Cornet Performance.  June 1, 3 pm at IUS; IUS Concert Band.
Goldstein, Joanna.  Trumpet/Cornet Performance.  June 8, 3 pm at IUS; Commonwealth Brass Band.

Goldstein, Joanna.  Trumpet/Cornet Performance.  June 20, 7:30 pm in Corydon, IN; Commonwealth Brass Band.

Goldstein, Joanna.  Trumpet/Cornet Performance.  November 16, 3 pm at IUS; Commonwealth Brass Band.

Goldstein, Joanna.  Trumpet/Cornet Performance.  December 11, 7:30 pm at Holy Spirit Church in Louisville, KY; Commonwealth Brass Band.


Harvey, George.  Theatrical Production: The Shadow Box by Michael Cristofer, October 24-26/October 31-November 2.

Harvey, George.  Theatrical production: The House of Blue Leaves by John Guare, February/March.

Jones, Brian.  Juried Exhibition: 54th Annual Mid States Exhibition, Evansville Museum of Art, History and Science, Evansville, IN, December 08.

Jones, Brian.  Invitational Exhibition: Low Tech/Old Tech, Spalding University, Louisville, KY, October 08.

Jones, Brian.  2008 Faculty Exhibition, Barr Gallery, Indiana University Southeast, New Albany, IN, October 08.

Jones, Brian.  Juried Exhibition: Soapbox I, Concurrent with Print Dialogue Days at Appalachian state University, Boone, North Carolina, October 08.

Jones, Brian.  Juried Exhibition: Soapbox II, SCAD-Atlanta (Savannah College of Art & Design, Atlanta Campus), Atlanta, Georgia, September 08.

Jones, Brian.  Brian H. Jones, New Work, Galerie Hertz, Louisville, KY.

Jones, Brian.  Juried Exhibition: Soapbox I, Longwood University, Farmville, Virginia, September 08.

Jones, Brian.  Juried Exhibition: Soapbox I, Cape Cod Community College, West Barnstable,
Massachusetts, November 08.

Jones, Brian. Invitational Exhibition: **Vitamin I**, Virginia Commonwealth University, Richmond, VA, March 08.


Moffett, Susan. *Garden*, Exhibition of PYRO artists and invited friends, April-May.

Moffett, Susan. *Faculty Exhibit*, Barr Gallery, Indiana University Southeast, New Albany, IN, September.

Moffett, Susan. Exchange Portfolio Prints, MAPC biennial meeting, Fargo, ND, October.


Stallard, Donna. November, Participated in Small Town/Big ART, Old Katy Glassworks, Denison, TX.

Stallard, Donna. Sept./Oct., Fine Arts Faculty Exhibition, Barr Gallery, New Albany, IN.

Whitesell, Marilyn. Regional Invitational-Group Show: PYRO Gallery, *Member Group Show*, Louisville, KY.

Whitesell, Marilyn. Regional Invitational-Group Show: Barr Gallery, *Biannual Group Faculty Show*, IUS.

Whitesell, Marilyn. Regional Invitational-Group Show: Actors Theater, *PYRO Member Group Show*, Louisville, KY.

Whitesell, Marilyn. Regional Invitational-Group Show: Smith Barney, *Make A Wish Fundraiser Kentuckiana Artists Group Show*, Louisville, KY.
Whitesell, Marilyn. Regional Invitational-Group Show: Bristol, *PYRO Member Group Show*, Louisville, KY.

Whitesell, Marilyn. Regional Invitational-Group Show: PYRO Gallery, *One-Person Show*, Louisville, KY.

**REVIEWS**


Baker, Crump W. Review of paper AOn closed images of sequential mesocompactspaces by Ying Ge for *Mathematical Reviews*.

Baker, Crump W. Review of paper AOn strong forms of completely irresolute functions by Idris Zorlutuna for *Mathematical Reviews*.

Bowles, D.J. Reviewed continuing education programs, AMarfan Syndrome and Lupus Remains Incurable, but Research Offers Hope for *Nursing Spectrum/NURSEWEEK*. May and June 2008.

Bowles, D.J. Refereed review of: Examining the effects of problem-based learning on the critical thinking skills of the Associate Degree nursing students in a southeastern community college for *International Journal of Nursing Education Scholarship*, March 29, 2008.


Freyn, Amy. Reviewed book for Pearson, entitled APerspectives on Diversity: Selected Readings@ (April 2008).

Hollenbeck, James. *Emerging Infectious Diseases Journal*. National Center for Infectious Diseases, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. Atlanta, GA.

Hollenbeck, James. *The Hoosier Science Teacher*. Hoosier Association of Science Teachers,
Hollenbeck, James. *Bulgarian Journal of Science and Education Policy (BJSEP)*, University of Sofia. Sofia, BG.

Hollenbeck, James. *Khimya*, the Bulgarian Chemical Education Journal. Sofia University, Sofia, BG.


Shea, C.A. Reviewed: *Strategies for Teaching Students with Learning and Behavior Problems (7th ed.)* Pearson Merrill Prentice Hall.